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Abstract—Cluster tools are widely used as semiconductor manu-
facturing equipment. While throughput analysis and scheduling of
single-cluster tools have been well-studied, research work on mul-
ticluster tools is still at an early stage. In this paper, we analyze
steady-state throughput and scheduling of multicluster tools. We
consider the case where all wafers follow the same visit flow within
a multicluster tool. We propose a decomposition method that re-
duces a multicluster tool problem to multiple independent single-
cluster tool problems. We then apply the existing and extended re-
sults of throughput and scheduling analysis for each single-cluster
tool. Computation of lower-bound cycle time (fundamental period)
is presented. Optimality conditions and robot schedules that re-
alize such lower-bound values are then provided using “pull” and
“swap” strategies for single-blade and double-blade robots, respec-
tively. For an -cluster tool, we present ( ) lower-bound cycle
time computation and robot scheduling algorithms. The impact of
buffer/process modules on throughput and robot schedules is also
studied. A chemical vapor deposition tool is used as an example of
multicluster tools to illustrate the decomposition method and algo-
rithms. The numerical and experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed decomposition approach provides a powerful method
to analyze the throughput and robot schedules of multicluster tools.

Note to Practitioners—Modeling and scheduling of cluster tools
are critical to improving the productivity and to enhancing the de-
sign of wafer processing flows and equipment for semiconductor
manufacturing. This paper presents a decomposition method to
calculate the maximum throughput and to analyze the robot action
schedule for a cluster tool that contains multiple transfer robots.
The proposed algorithms utilize and extend the existing results for
the single-cluster tool that only has one transfer robot. Buffer mod-
ules between two interconnected clusters are treated as either fic-
titious cassette modules or fictitious process modules. Therefore,
we can decompose the interconnected multicluster tool into mul-
tiple single-cluster tools. The outcome of this research work pro-
vides not only answers to possible maximum throughput for a given
cluster tool system but also robot schedules that address how to
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reach such a maximum throughput. The scheduler can be imple-
mented and run efficiently on the cluster tool computer of a general
configuration cluster tool. Comparing with rule-based and simula-
tion-based scheduling methods, the benefits of the proposed analyt-
ical approach include better throughput estimation, faster what-if
analysis, and optimal scheduling solutions with varying processing
times and cluster tool configurations. We have successfully tested
the methodology in this paper on dozens of cluster tools at Intel
Corporation.

Index Terms—Cluster tool, decomposition, scheduling, semicon-
ductor manufacturing, throughput.

NOMENCLATURE1

( ) The th cluster of an -cluster tool.

( ) Number of process modules (PMs) in ( ).

( ) Number of robot pick/place actions in ( ).

( ) Cassette module , , 2, in ( ).

Fictitious cassette module , , 2, in .

( ) Process module in ( ).

The th, , 2, buffer module between
and .

: Collection of buffer modules
between and .
The th, , 2, buffer/process module
between and .

: Collection of buffer/process
modules (BPM) between and .
Wafer capacity of ( ).

( ) Robot in ( ).

( ) Robot ( ) type. if is
double-blade and single-blade.
Wafer visit route in the multicluster tool.

Wafer visit route in a decoupled .

The fundamental period of cluster tools.

The calculated fictitious fundamental period of
decoupled .

( ) The time interval that ( ) picks/places a
wafer.

( ) Processing time at PM ( ).

Processing time at BPM , , 2.

( ) Robot ( ) cassette waiting time.

( ) Robot ( ) action schedule in ( ).

1Notations in parentheses are for the single-cluster tool case.
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Fig. 1. A schematic of cluster tools [2]. (a) Single-cluster tool. (b) Two-cluster
tool.

I. INTRODUCTION

CLUSTER tools are widely used as semiconductor manu-
facturing equipment. In general, a cluster tool is defined as

an integrated, environmentally isolated manufacturing system
consisting of cassette, process, and transport modules mechan-
ically linked together [1] [Fig. 1(a)]. Cassette modules (CMs)
store the unprocessed and processed wafers. Process modules
(PMs) execute semiconductor manufacturing processes, such as
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), etching, and chemical-me-
chanical planarization (CMP). Transfer modules (TMs), which
are robot manipulators, move wafers among process modules
and between process and cassette modules. For a single-cluster
tool, only one robot serves multiple process and cassette mod-
ules [Fig. 1(a)]. A multicluster tool consists of several single
clusters that are interconnected through buffer modules (BMs)
[Fig. 1(b)]. During a semiconductor manufacturing process,
wafers are transported by robots from the cassette module, se-
quentially go through various process modules, and then return
to the cassette module. Modeling, analysis, and scheduling of
cluster tools are critical to improve the productivity.

In this paper, we discuss modeling, analysis, and scheduling
of a multicluster tool. We assume that all processing wafers
follow the same flow route. Our goal is to find an optimal
schedule for TMs that minimizes cycle time and, therefore,
maximizes throughput. We consider a general topological
connection among the multiple clusters and propose a method
to decompose the multicluster tool into multiple individual
single-cluster tools. We then extend and apply the existing
throughput and scheduling analysis of the single-cluster
tool. For an -cluster tool, upper-bound maximum
throughput computation algorithms are presented. Optimality
conditions that could lead to such an upper-bound maximum
throughput are then provided and discussed. The impact of
combined buffer/process modules (BPMs) on throughput and
scheduling of cluster tools is also discussed. A CVD tool is
used as an example of the multicluster tools to illustrate the
proposed decomposition methods and algorithms.

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we formu-
late a multicluster scheduling and analysis problem, and pro-
pose an analytical solution to such a problem using a decompo-
sition method. To our knowledge, there is no research work that
formally discusses the maximum throughput calculation and
scheduling analysis for a general multicluster tool. The research
work presented in this paper not only provides the upper-bound
maximum throughput for a given cluster tool system but also
discusses optimality conditions and robot schedules to realize
such a throughput. Second, using the decomposition approach,
the proposed algorithms can help practitioners (such as cluster
tool design engineers and process development engineers) to
compute and predict the maximum cluster tool throughput. The
algorithms can also help identify the process flow bottlenecks,
and quickly search for an optimal robot schedule that minimizes
the cycle time. The proposed methods and algorithms can be
implemented on cluster tool computer (CTC) and be utilized in
practice for wafer production. We have successfully applied the
proposed methodology in this paper to dozens of cluster tools
at Intel Corporation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
begin with related work in Section II and discuss the structure
of the multicluster tools in Section III. In Section IV, we
discuss and extend optimal schedules for single-cluster tools.
Section V presents a decomposition method for multicluster
tools and the algorithms to compute the lower-bound of the
minimal cycle time (or so-called fundamental period). Opti-
mality conditions under which the lower-bound fundamental
period can be achieved and the robot scheduling algorithm
are also presented in this section. In Section VI, we apply and
extend decomposition results to analyze BPMs. An example
of throughput analysis and robot scheduling is investigated
for a CVD tool in Section VII. Finally, we summarize with
concluding remarks and future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

For cluster tools, robot moving and wafer processing se-
quences repeat cyclically at steady state. Like most literatures,
we consider the cycle time for a one-wafer action sequence
as the optimization objective. A one-wafer action sequence is
defined as a sequence of robot actions which pick and place
each module exactly once [3].
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The multicluster tool scheduling problem cannot be simply
viewed as a special case of flow-shop scheduling problem or
job-shop scheduling problem [4] with deterministic processing
and interarrival times. In fact, it is a tight mixed of the two,
which makes the problem challenging. The extreme cases of a
multicluster tool scheduling problem can be reduced to either
case depending on viewpoints. For example, if observing the
system from transfer module (robot) viewpoint and assuming
the zero processing time for each process module, the multi-
cluster tool is now a typical job shop with the robot as the work-
station and each pick/place action as the job. Therefore, the
scheduling problem is reduced to a typical job shop scheduling
problem. If observing the system from wafer viewpoint and as-
suming the zero wafer pick and place action time, the multi-
cluster tool now behaves like a typical flow shop. Each process
module can be viewed as individual workstations and there is no
buffer in-between workstations. Then, the scheduling reduces to
a typical workshop scheduling problem. However, since the pro-
cessing times are nonzero and the flow between adjacent work-
stations depends on the availability of robots, the job shop or
work shop scheduling results cannot be directly applied to the
regular multicluster tool scheduling problem.

In [5] and [6], analytical models of steady-state throughput
are discussed for a cluster tool equipped with single-blade and
double-blade robots, respectively. A single-blade robot usually
can hold only one wafer at a time. A double-blade robot has
two independent arms and, therefore, can hold two wafers at the
same time with one on each arm.2 For a cluster tool with a single-
blade robot, Perkinson et al. [5] propose a “pull” (or so-called
downhill) optimal schedule strategy for the robot moving se-
quence. For a double-blade robot, Venkatesh et al. [6] propose
the optimal schedule by a “swap” action. Results in [7] and [8]
imply that the pull strategy for single-blade cluster tool is an
optimal schedule. The results presented in [9] for double-grip
robotic cells can be applied to a double-blade robot cluster tool
and show that the swap schedule is one of the optimal strategies.
In [10]–[12], scheduling analysis of one robot flow shop is also
discussed for the single- and double-gripper robots in a buffer-
less environment. Recently, Dawande et al. [3] summarized the
sequencing and scheduling in robotic cells, which is similar to
cluster tools.

Petri nets have been used to model the semiconductor manu-
facturing systems [13]. To model the cluster tool process flows,
Srinivasan [14], Zuberek [15], and Wu and Zhou [16] use Petri
nets to study the performance of the cluster tool processes for a
given robot scheduling strategy. For a cluster tool with multiple
process modules and transfer robots, Petri nets modeling, sched-
uling, and analysis can become complicated. Rostami et al. [17]
and Rostami and Hamidzadeh [18] have used linear program-
ming and heuristic methods to study the optimal schedules for
a single-cluster tool with residency constraints on transfer and
process modules. Simulation of cluster tools also plays an im-
portant role in studying the throughput and in optimizing the
process and design, for example, cluster tool physical layout
simulation [19]–[21] and event graph modeling and simulation
of cluster tools [22]–[24].

2Most robots used in the semiconductor manufacturing industry have either
one blade or two blades.

Most aforementioned work discuss the steady-state
throughput and robot scheduling analysis with an identical
wafer flow. Perkinson et al. [25] present the impact of parallel
(redundant) process modules and revisiting wafer flows on
steady-state throughput. Geismar et al. [26] extend the result
in [25] and discuss the throughput and scheduling analysis of
a robotic cell with a single-gripper robot and parallel stations.
Herrmann et al. [27] study the impact of processing time vari-
ations on steady-state throughput and robot scheduling using
network flow and simulation models for some simple cluster
tools. Ding et al. [28] extend the network model in [27] to a
multicluster tool.

All of the work above discusses the single-cluster tool con-
figuration except simulation study in [24] and [28]. The single-
cluster tool scheduling is relatively straightforward. With
the increasing complexity of semiconductor manufacturing
processes, multicluster tools are needed to accommodate the
industry needs. For a multicluster tool [such as the one shown in
Fig. 1(b)], wafer flow modeling and scheduling are apparently
more complicated than those of a single-cluster tool because
multiple robots can move and transfer wafers simultaneously
and coordinately.

Recently, Geismar et al. [29] discussed a robotic cell with
three single-gripper robots for semiconductor manufacturing
with identical robot pick/place time. They present a lower-bound
for the cycle time for a robotic cell with parallel machines and
multiple robots in a bufferless environment. The authors also
compare the throughput of the pull strategy [5] for each robot
within the cell with a “longest waiting pair” (LWP) strategy
that is employed by the manufacturer. Their simulation study
shows that for most cases (87%) the pull strategy achieves the
lower-bound performance and improves the throughput signifi-
cantly. In Ding et al. [28], an integrated event graph and network
model is used to find all optimal schedules for a multicluster tool
that can achieve the minimum cycle time. Sensitivity analysis of
the processing time variation on the entire tool’s throughput is
also discussed in [28]. A robust robot sequencing and scheduling
could be found if there exist several optimal schedules under the
nominal processing time that could lead to the same throughput.
In [2] and [30], several rule or priority based heuristic scheduling
methods of robot actions of multicluster tools have been dis-
cussed. However, there are few analysis and comparison studies
of those heuristic methods in terms of optimality.

This paper extends the results in Yi et al. [31] and Yi et al.
[32], and we discuss the optimal schedules only based on pull
and swap robot strategies. We find the optimality conditions
under which the pull and swap robot strategies can achieve the
minimum cycle time. Pull and swap strategies are of our inter-
ests because they are simple and easily implemented in cluster
tools [5]–[8], [10], [11], [29]. The main goal of this study is to
analytically investigate the throughput and scheduling of mul-
ticluster tools with a general configuration. The general multi-
cluster tool configuration covers all reported cluster tools in ex-
isting work. Even for some cluster tools that do not seemingly
look like clustered modules in physical layout, such as the CMP
polisher in [22] and [26], we can still apply our results to these
tools by abstracting the layout into an -cluster tool discussed
in this paper.
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Fig. 2. A schematic of an interconnectedM -cluster tool.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. Cluster Tool Assumptions

We consider an interconnected -cluster tool shown in
Fig. 2. For robot action and each PM processing time, we have
the following assumptions.

Assumption 1: Processing time assumptions.
1) Robot takes the same amount of time to pick and

place a wafer.
2) Robot spends zero time to travel to next module (either

PM or CM).
3) Robot transfer time and PM processing time are de-

terministic.
Assumption 1.2 of zero traveling time among different

process modules is reasonable for practical systems since PMs
are normally arranged in a circular layout around robot and
it, therefore, takes a negligible time for to travel from one
PM to another PM. Although in this paper we mainly consider
the cases where the robot transferring time is constrained by
Assumption 1.1, similar results can be obtained for the cases
where robot spends different time intervals to pick and place
a wafer.

We also make the following assumptions for the -cluster
tool.

Assumption 2: Multicluster tool assumptions.
1) All wafers follow the identical visit flow and this wafer

flow visits each PM only once.3

2) CMs always have wafers/spaces for robot to pick or place
at any time.

3) Each robot is either single-bladed or double-bladed.
4) Buffer module has either one- or two-wafer capacity,

and if has two wafer capacity, one is used for wafer
outlet direction (relative to ) and another is for wafer
inlet direction.

5) Each cluster must connect to at least one but at most two
other clusters.

6) The multiple clusters cannot form a loop interconnection.
Remark 1: It is noted that in fab production, Assumptions

2.1 is reasonable since a large amount of wafers are processed
following the same recipe at one cluster tool. Also, we do not
consider the cases where one wafer skips one PM or is processed
twice at the same PM (i.e., reentry process flow). Assumption

3We consider multiple parallel process modules as one PM in this assumption.

2.2 is also reasonable since there are multiple front opening uni-
fied pods (FOUPs) available at each cluster tools for continu-
ously wafer loading/unloading.

For the -cluster tool shown in Fig. 2, we have the following
definitions.

Definition 1: A BM , , 2, between and
is called buffer/process module (BPM) if it also functions as a
process module with processing time .

It is clear that a regular BM can be considered as a BPM
with zero processing time. Due to the complexity introduced
by BPM, we separate the BPM discussion in Section VI to keep
the presentation clarity. We will first focus on multicluster tools
interconnected by BMs. Then, we treat BPMs as an extension
of the proposed methodology.

Definition 2: A cluster is called transfer cluster if:
1) is a single-blade robot.
2) There is no process module, i.e., .
3) Both sides of the BMs have one-wafer capacity, i.e.,

and .
For a transfer cluster, there are not enough wafer storage space to
flexibly move wafers within the cluster. We will handle transfer
clusters slightly different from regular clusters.

B. Cyclic Wafer Processing

If wafers follow the same visit route within the cluster tool,
the production follows the cyclic production pattern in which
wafers are driven by a fixed sequence of robot actions. For
the -cluster tool, we define that the robot action is
an atomic pick or place motion, where , and

is the total number of robot actions. We can decompose
any robot actions into a combination of several such basic
atomic motions. For example, after a single-blade robot picks a
wafer, a robot place action must be followed. Such a pick/place
movement consists of two basic robot actions in sequence. For
a double-blade robot, such a constrained movement however is
not necessary since a double-blade robot could use one blade
to hold a wafer and use the other blade to pick another wafer
before placing the wafer on the first blade. Furthermore, for
a tighter schedule, it is appropriately assumed that the wafer
processing at each PM starts right after the robot places an
unprocessed wafer inside that module. Therefore, we can only
consider the sequencing and scheduling of robot actions and
once such a schedule is fixed the entire cluster tool’s activities
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are determined. We define a one-wafer cycle production as
follows [3].

Definition 3: A one-wafer cycle is the performance of a
feasible one-wafer action sequence that leaves the cluster tool
in exactly the same state as its state at the beginning of those
actions.

We can denote the robot schedule as a doublet of its
actions and their relative starting times in one cycle:

, . We define the function
as the time of completion of the th cycle

execution [7]. The long-run average throughput or simply,
throughput can be defined as [7]

(1)

We also take the following definitions from Crama and
van de Klundert [7] for steady state and cycle time for
one-wafer cycle .

Definition 4: A cluster tool repeatedly executing a one-wafer
cycle of robot actions is operating in steady state if there exist
a constant and a constant such that ,

, and , ,
. is called the cycle time of .

We define the optimal schedules as the set of any one-wafer
cycle under which the throughput of the cluster tool is max-
imized. It is observed that if an optimal schedule maximizes
the throughput , it must minimize the cycle time , i.e.,

. In this paper, we adopt the terminology
“fundamental period” in the literature for the minimal one-wafer
cycle time [5], [6].

Definition 5: A fundamental period of a cluster tool is
defined as the minimal one-wafer cycle time , i.e.,

.

It is obvious that if a cluster tool has a fundamental
period , then the maximum steady-state throughput is

.

C. Problem Definition

The objective of this study is to provide a methodology to
analyze throughput and robot scheduling of multicluster tools
under identical wafer visit routes. For the -cluster tool under
Assumptions 1 and 2, our goal is to address the following
questions.

1) What is the steady-state lower-bound fundamental period
( ) (or maximum throughput) of a multicluster tool?

2) What are the optimality conditions and robot schedules for
a cluster tool to reach such a minimum cycle time?

IV. SINGLE-CLUSTER TOOL OPTIMAL SCHEDULE

In this section, we first review the existing analysis of sched-
uling for a single-cluster tool, and then extend these results for
the proposed decomposition method in the next section.

A. Maximal Cassette Waiting Time Strategy

Depending on processing time , , and transfer
time , a single-cluster tool could be running in two possible re-
gions: process-bound and transfer-bound regions [5], [6]. When

Fig. 3. Gantt chart of maximal cassette waiting time strategies for the example
tool shown in Fig. 1(a) that runs in a process-bound (arrows represent robot
action durations and rectangle bars represent PM processing durations). (a) Pull
strategy for single-blade robot R. (b) Swap strategy for double-blade robot R.

the cluster is in a process-bound region, the largest processing
time dominates and the robot has some idle time. In the
transfer-bound region, processing time is relatively small and
the robot is always busy in transferring wafers.

According to [5] and [8], for a single-cluster tool that has
PMs [ for the example shown in Fig. 1(a)], one optimal
schedule is given by the following pull robot movements: robot
first picks up the wafer in (assuming there is one processed
wafer in each PM) and places into , and keeps moving wafers
from to , , until picking up a wafer
from cassette and places it into . Finally, robot waits at

to start the next cycle. Fig. 3(a) shows the robot moving
sequences and processing sequences for the example cluster tool
shown in Fig. 1(a) with a single-blade robot.

For a double-blade robot cluster tool, optimal scheduling is
different due to the swap actions that two-blade robot can carry
out [6], [10]. Fig. 3(b) shows the robot movment and processing
sequences for the cluster tool given in Fig. 1(a) with a double-
blade robot. The swap strategy works as follows: the robot first
picks an unprocessed wafer from (on blade 1), moves it to

, picks up the processed wafer in (on blade 2), and places
the wafer (on blade 1) into (swap action). It then moves to
with the wafer from on blade 2 and start another swap action.
The robot keeps swapping wafers through , ,
and finally takes the processed wafer from to the cassette.

Denote the maximum and minimum processing times of
process modules as and , respectively

(2)
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Based on the optimal schedule described above, the funda-
mental period (for a single-blade cluster tool) and
(for a double-blade cluster tool) can be calculated in a form

if
if

(3)

if
if

(4)

The first subequation in (3) and (4) represents the case when the
tool is running in the transfer-bound region and the second in
the process-bound region.

If we consider the cassette module functions as a process
module with zero processing time, i.e., , then we can
rewrite (3) and (4) in a compact form that will be used later

(5)

where if is double-blade and if is single-blade.
When the robot schedule discussed above is applied to one

of the clusters within a multicluster tool, it is important to ana-
lyze the robot waiting time at the interconnected BMs between
two adjacent clusters because any waiting time at the BM could
result in a delay in one cluster and such a delay could propa-
gate further to other clusters. Equivalently, we need to consider
how to allocate the robot idle time (or waiting time) at the cas-
sette modules since for a multicluster tool the BM functions as
a cassette module. We define the robot cassette waiting time as
follows.

Definition 6: The robot cassette waiting time is defined
as the time lag of robot between the moments when finishing
the action “pick an unprocessed wafer from input cassette” and
starting the subsequent action “place a processed wafer into
output cassette.”

It is noted that in the single-blade robot schedule discussed
above, after the robot moves an unprocessed wafer from cassette

to , robot may wait for an idle time [shown
in Fig. 3(a)] at cassette for the next cycle even though the
processed wafer in is ready for pickup. Let denote the
total robot idle time. Then

(6)

and

(7)

The double-blade robot also waits at cassette module between
pick and place actions at the cassette module [Fig. 3(b)], i.e.,

. Therefore, the robot schedule is a maximal cassette
waiting time strategy.

In contrast of the maximal cassette waiting time strategy dis-
cussed above, we can find alternative pull and swap strategies
to minimize the robot cassette waiting time.

B. Minimal Cassette Waiting Time Strategy

For single-blade robots, we consider scheduling robot to
wait as long as possible at the process module with the minimal
processing time. We denote the robot waiting time at the PM

Fig. 4. Gantt chart of robot minimal cassette waiting time strategy for the same
example in Fig. 1(a) running in a process-bound. (a) Single-blade pull strategy.
(b) Double-blade swap strategy.

with the minimum processing time4 as . Let the difference
between the maximum and minimum processing times as

. Then, the maximal robot waiting time at the module
with the minimum processing time is

(8)

For double-blade robots, we can consider not letting wait
any time at the cassette module by forcing the place and the pick
actions sequentially [Fig. 4(b)]. This enforcement is feasible
since a double-blade robot has two blades and once it places
a processed wafer into the cassette the robot could use the other
blade to pick an unprocessed wafer.

We propose the following minimal cassette waiting time pull
and swap strategies that minimize by allocating the most of

to the process module with minimal processing time.
1) Robot action sequence follows the maximal cassette

waiting time pull and swap strategies, respectively.
2) Single-blade robot waits before moving an unpro-

cessed wafer into the PM with processing time [ in
Fig. 4(a)].

3) Double-blade robot places a processed wafer into the
cassette right after it picks an unprocessed wafer from the
cassette [Fig. 4(b)].

Proposition 1: Using either the minimal cassette waiting time
pull strategy (for single-blade robot) or the swap strategy (for
double-blade robot), the fundamental period (5) can remain
unchanged, while the robot cassette waiting time is mini-
mized as

if
if

(9)

4If several modules all have the minimum processing time, pick one of these
modules.
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Proof: See Appendix A.
Without confusion, we will abuse notation to denote

in the rest of this paper unless explicitly indicated.

C. Parallel Process Modules

It is common that there may exist several identically parallel
process modules in cluster tools which perform exactly the same
functionality. The use of the parallel process modules can pre-
vent or reduce production downtime and increase productivity
since wafers only need to go through one of parallel process
modules.

We consider a single-cluster tool with process steps. We
denote as the redundancy level, i.e., number of parallel mod-
ules for process , . If has only one PM, then

, namely, no parallel PM. Define the least common mul-
tiple (LCM) of as , i.e., . It has been
shown in [26] that a pull schedule can still achieve the maximum
throughput for a single-blade robot under a set of feasible condi-
tions.Wecaneasilyobtainsimilar results foradouble-bladerobot
case. Therefore, we can extend the fundamental period calcula-
tion in (5) for a single-cluster tool with parallel modules as

(10)

For parallel PM cluster tools, the robot action repeats for each
-wafer cycle.

V. OPTIMAL SCHEDULING OF MULTICLUSTER TOOLS

USING A DECOMPOSITION METHOD

A. Cluster Decomposition Concept

To analyze multicluster systems, we propose an approach to
decouple the interconnection among clusters, and then apply the
steady-state performance and scheduling results to each decou-
pled single-cluster tool.

The key of the approach is to decouple the link between clus-
ters. As shown in Fig. 2, for in a multicluster system, we
know that wafers flow in or out of the cluster through either BMs
or cassette modules. exchanges wafers with through

, . plays dual roles: for , acts like a fic-
titious cassette module; for , on the other hand, it acts like
a fictitious process module.

Fig. 5 shows an example of how to decouple a two-cluster
tool with a two-wafer capacity BM into two single-cluster tools.
We consider how to construct the two decoupled single-cluster
tools. For decoupled , wafers leave through and reenter
through . So, are considered as one fictitious process
module .5 Moreover, the processing time of depends
on the interconnection configurations between and and
its value will be calculated in later sections. For decoupled ,

and become the fictitious cassette modules and
, respectively. So, we have the second single-cluster tool

5We use the superscript “�” to denote the variables associated with fictitious
modules.

Fig. 5. An example of the decoupling method for an interconnected two-cluster
tool shown in Fig. 1(b).

with four process modules and two fictitious cassette modules,
as shown in Fig. 5.

Suppose that the wafer process flow for the two-cluster tool
shown in Fig. 5 is as follows:

Then, after decomposition, the wafer flows for the two single-
cluster tools are

and

respectively.
If two transfer clusters are connected to each other (say

and are both transfer clusters), we can combine them as
one transfer cluster . The transfer cluster consists of a
fictitious robot and BMs and with transfer time

. Thus, it is appropriate to assume that transfer
clusters are not connected to each other in series.

B. Computing Lower-Bound Fundamental Period

We consider decoupling a multicluster tool into a set of in-
dependently running single-cluster tools by treating BMs as ei-
ther fictitious cassette modules or fictitious process modules. We
then find the minimal fundamental period for each .
After we obtain the set of , , we identify
the lower-bound value as the largest , which will deter-
mine for the entire system.

Assume that a decoupled has PMs and denote
the fictitious process module as the ( )th PM, denoted by

. We assume that has a fictitious processing
time and the fictitious cassette modules has a wafer
supply time (we will discuss it later in details). Assuming
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that and are known, , from (5),

we can obtain as follows:

if is a transfer cluster

otherwise
(11)

where

In (11), we have to separate the case when is a transfer cluster
where the fundamental period calculation is different. For ,
there is no fictitious PM and we can, therefore, ignore in the
calculation of .

Let us now discuss how to compute and .
Fictitious cassette ’s supply time can be considered as

the minimum loading delay time of . Robot cannot pick
a wafer from the fictitious cassette module before robot fin-
ishes loading the wafer. This incurs a loading delay . For ex-
ample, if both and are double-blade robots, swap ac-
tion is considered as the most efficient moving sequence of a
double-blade robot since there is no time gap between picking
and placing actions, thus in this case. We consider the
loading delay as how long it takes to refill after
places a wafer into . has a processing time
(assuming this value is non-negative) because it will take at least

between the moment placing a wafer into
and the moment placing a unprocessed wafer for pickup.
Therefore, we can obtain , , for a general case as

(12)

For cluster , we have due to the fact that always
has real cassette modules with wafers/spaces inside.

The value of depends on the minimal loading time
delay at . The minimal loading delay time can be ob-
tained in the same way as we discussed above for with ad-
ditional consideration for minimal robot cassette waiting time

of . Therefore, we can calculate as

(13)

With the analysis above, the computation of for the mul-
ticluster tools can be described as in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Decoupled calculation of a cluster tool.

Input : Cluster tool configuration and wafer flow

Output : Lower-bound fundamental period for

Decompose the tool into single-cluster tools;

Construct the wafer flows , , for each .

for to 1 do

Construct by (12) and by (13).

Calculate for cluster using (11).

end

}.

C. Optimality Conditions of Lower-Bound Fundamental
Period

The lower-bound fundamental period computed in the
previous section might not be realized for all types of multi-
cluster tool configurations due to the fact that we use a minimal
time interaction between two adjacent clusters in the compu-
tations. Therefore, it is natural to ask what are the optimality
conditions under which the computed is feasible and how
to find an optimal robot schedule under these conditions.

Proposition 2: For an -cluster tool, the computed funda-
mental period by Algorithm 1 is feasible if for each cluster

, , the minimal robot cassette waiting time satisfies
the following condition:

if
if

(14)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark 2: Optimality conditions in Proposition 2 are suffi-

cient but not necessary. However, for most cluster tools in prac-
tice, these optimal conditions are easily satisfied since double-
blade robots are widely used in practice (such as the CVD tool
that we will discuss in Section VII).

D. Robot Scheduling

In this section, we provide a scheduling algorithm for the mul-
ticluster tool that could reach by Algorithm 1. We use a “no
waiting” schedule that has been implemented in practice: once
the wafer has been placed into the process module, the process
starts right away. For such a schedule, each process starting time
is completely dependent on the robot action starting time. For
robot and decoupled , we denote its schedule as . After
a proper timing shift of ’s by interconnection relationships,
they can be fitted into a multicluster schedule with the fun-
damental period . The feasibility of the optimal schedule by
this timing shift is guaranteed by the optimality conditions dis-
cussed in the previous section.

The decomposed cluster schedule is chosen as follows.
1) If is a single-blade cluster, time zero in starts at the

moment when robot takes a processed wafer from the
last process module (followed by the action of placing the
same wafer into the fictitious cassette module ). All
other robot actions follow the minimal cassette waiting
time pull strategy. The last action is to take an unprocessed
wafer from . If the last action finishes before , the
robot keeps idle until .

2) If is a double-blade cluster, the time zero robot action
is the moment when picks an unprocessed wafer from

(followed by the action of placing a processed wafer
into ). All other robot actions follow the swap strategy.
The last action is to place a wafer into the last (fictitious)
process module ( ). If the last action finishes
before , the robot keeps idle until .

3) If is a transfer cluster, the time zero robot action is the
moment when picks a processed wafer from (fol-
lowed by the action of placing the same wafer into ).
Robot then waits for to be ready for next unpro-
cessed wafer. Finally, it picks the wafer from and places
it into . If the last action finishes before , the robot
keeps idle until .
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Algorithm 2: A “no-wait” optimal robot scheduling.

Input : Cluster tool configuration, wafer flow , and
fundamental period

Output: Scheduling for

Obtain the decomposed schedule ,
, for cluster , , using (a) swap

strategy ( ) or (b) the minimal cassette waiting time pull
strategy ( ).

Initialize system schedule as .

for to do

Search for that picks wafers from

. Mark starting time as .

.

for to do

Update .

end

.

end

Algorithm 2 describes an optimal robot schedule as discussed
above. In Algorithm 2, denotes the number of robot ac-
tions of decoupled . This algorithm leads to a unique sched-
uling solution by forcing all robot movements to be started as
late as possible up to when the previous cluster wants to take the
wafer from the BM. It is also noted that since the decomposed
schedules are extended to , all process modules can be
fitted into the gaps between robot actions in the schedule.

VI. BUFFER/PROCESS MODULES (BPM)

The use of BPMs can make the cluster tool more compact and
save the tool’s footprint and cost. The existence of BPMs could,
however, affect the throughput and the robot schedule because
its dual role as a process module could introduce a significant
complexity in analysis.

A. Fundamental Period Computation With BPMs

We consider that there is a BPM between and ,
(Fig. 6). has either one- or two-wafer

capacity. We denote the incoming BPM (wafer flow from
to ) as and outgoing BPM (wafer flow from
to ) as , respectively. If has one-wafer capacity,

, then and share the same physical buffer de-
vice. If has two-wafer capacity, , and
are independent buffer devices. For presentation simplicity, we

Fig. 6. A combined BPM with two-wafer capacity.

use Fig. 6 to represent both cases. Let and be the pro-
cessing time of and , respectively.

For presentation convenience, we introduce following
notations:

(15)

where is the minimal robot cassette waiting time for the de-
coupled cluster .

We first compute the fundamental period by the decomposi-
tion algorithm in Section V assuming that there were no BPM
within the cluster tool, namely, . We denote
such a calculation as . Depending on the BPM wafer ca-
pacity and processing time , , we can obtain the fol-
lowing results.

Proposition 3: For an -cluster tool with a BPM be-
tween clusters and , the fundamental period of the
cluster tool can be calculated as follows.

• If , see (16) shown at the bottom of the page.
• If

if

if

if
(17)

where - are defined as (19a)–(19g)6 (and graphically
shown in the - plane in Fig. 7)

(19a)

6 is defined as the set of non-negative real numbers, i.e., = fx 2
j x � 0g.

if
otherwise

(16)
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Fig. 7. FP calculation for different BPM process time t and t distribu-
tions if S = 2.

(19b)

(19c)

(19d)

(19e)

(19f)

(19g)

Moreover, the pull strategy for single-blade robots and swap
strategy for double-blade robots can be used to achieve cal-
culated above.

Proof: See Appendix C.
Remark 3: It is interesting to point out that transfer cluster

could be considered as a special one-wafer capacity BPM
with processing time . Therefore, from
(28), we can obtain the requirement for a feasible transfer cluster
schedule as

Remark 4: It is noted that when the long BPM processing
time dominates , there could exist some robot schedules
that result in a smaller (average) fundamental period than those
values calculated by (16) and (17). This is due to the fact that the
non one-wafer cycle schedule could generate a smaller average
cycle time. We can guarantee that the calculated by the first
case in (16) and first two cases in (17) is the minimal one-wafer
cycle time. However, for the second case in (16) and third case in
(17), it is guaranteed that these values are the minimal one-wafer
cycle times for pull and swap strategies. Discussion of the non
one-wafer cycle production is out of the scope of this paper and
readers can refer to Geismar et al. [33].

The BPM analysis can be integrated into the fundamental pe-
riod computation algorithms discussed in the previous section.
Suppose that there exist BPMs within the -cluster tool,
where , and we denote the BPM indexing set as

. We can calculate the fundamental period of the cluster tool
with BPMs based on Proposition 3. Algorithm 3 describes such
a modified fundamental period calculation.

Algorithm 3 : calculation of a cluster tool with BPMs.

Input : Cluster tool configuration and wafer flow

Output: Fundamental period for

Calculate assuming , , , 2 by
Algorithm 1.

for do

Calculate for each BPM using (16) or (17).

end

.

B. Robot Scheduling With BPMs

For robot scheduling with BPMs, we use the method that is
described in Algorithm 2. We can incorporate the discussion in
Appendix C into Algorithm 2. It is proper to schedule in the way
such that process ends right before action “ picking
wafer from ” starts, and process starts right after
action “ placing wafer into ” ends. Then, in Algorithm
2, we can modify the following calculation for BPMs:

(20)

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLES

We have successfully applied the methodology described in
this paper to dozens of tools at Intel Corporation. The bene-
fits include better throughput estimation, faster what-if analysis,
and optimal scheduling solutions. Due to the page limit, we
cannot discuss these advantages in details. In this section, we
only demonstrate one example to show how to apply the pro-
posed methodology in semiconductor manufacturing practice.

A. ALD/CVD Cluster Tool

Thin-film tools are widely used in semiconductor manufac-
turing to deposit metals onto silicon wafer surface using ei-
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Fig. 8. A schematic layout of a CVD cluster tool.

ther CVD, physical vapor deposition (PVD), sputter, atomic
layer deposition (ALD), or electroplate processes. Fig. 8 shows
a layout of an ALD/CVD cluster tool.7 This is a two-cluster tool.
The service cluster includes a double-blade robot , cas-
sette and , and four process modules (chambers): par-
allel process modules and , and parallel process modules

and . As discussed in Section IV-C, and , and
and perform the same function, respectively. The pro-

cessing cluster includes a double-blade robot and three
process modules (chambers). Two of these three process mod-
ules, and , are parallel modules. The interconnection
BMs between and are and . All processing
wafers on this cluster tool follow the visit route (the split arrows
indicate the flow at parallel PMs):

The processing time and robot transfer time for the CVD
cluster tool are listed in Table I.

B. Maximum Throughput and Robot Schedule Results

The CVD cluster tool can be decomposed into two single-
clusters, and , as shown in Fig. 8. We can directly apply

7Detailed information about such a type of cluster tool can be found at http://
www.amat.com/products.

TABLE I
PROCESS AND TRANSFER TIME OF THE CVD CLUSTER TOOL

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR THE CVD CLUSTER TOOL BY ALGORITHM 1

(“D” FOR DOUBLE-BLADE; “S” FOR SINGLE-BLADE)

the decomposition technique discussed in Section V to this two-
cluster tool.

Table II illustrates the maximum throughput calculation
for the CVD cluster tool using the decoupled single-cluster
approach (Algorithm 1). Here, we have to use (10) for parallel
process modules in both clusters and . For , the
redundancy level is , and from (10)–(11) and
Table I, we have

(21)

Similarly, for , we have

(22)

We then can calculate the fundamental period assuming
zero BPM processing times. Using Algorithm 1, we can calcu-
late the of the two-cluster CVD cluster tool as

For BPMs and , we can find that

(23)
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Fig. 9. Gantt chart of robot action (arrows) and processing sequences (rectangular blocks) of the CVD cluster tool. Parallel process modules are marked by
different patterns with their corresponding symbols and processing time (in the brackets). BPMs are marked by dark colored blocks.

Therefore, by (17), and do not have any impact on
the entire cluster tool throughput. Therefore, the fundamental
period for the cluster tool is

(24)

If we increase BPM processing time to
s, then BPM starts dominating the cycle time of the cluster

tool. This fact can be clearly seen in Gantt chart of CVD cluster
tool shown in Fig. 9.

From Proposition 2, we know that the computed for
the CVD cluster tool is achievable. To illustrate the optimal
schedule, we label all robot actions as in Table III. Following
Algorithm 2, we first find the optimal schedule according to the
minimal cassette waiting time pull strategy for each decoupled
cluster. Then, for the decomposed cluster of , we have

s as the starting time for . With (20), we further
obtain the relationship between the two decomposed clusters as

Therefore, we compute the robot schedules,8 as shown in
Table III and Fig. 9, which complies with the calculated .

It is also noted that in Fig. 9 a two-wafer cycle is shown re-
peatedly because there exist three sets of parallel process
modules and their redundancy level are two, i.e.,

. Therefore, the
robot actions repeat every two-wafer cycle.

8The starting time for some robot actions (e.g., ACT ) in Table III are listed
twice because of the two-wafer cycle due to the existence of several two-parallel
PMs.

TABLE III
ACTION LABELS FOR THE CVD CLUSTER TOOL

We further use an alternative simulation based method [28]
to verify the optimal scheduling for the CVD cluster tool. The
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simulation gives the same results. The production at one Intel
Corporation fab achieved a 28.6 wafers per hour throughput
(125.8 s cycle time per wafer) at the steady state. The production
results further validate the analytical and simulation studies.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a decomposition method to ana-
lyze the steady-state throughput and robot scheduling of a multi-
cluster tool for semiconductor manufacturing. We considered a
production case in which all processing wafers follow the same
visit route. We first extended the existing single-cluster sched-
uling results to a robot minimal cassette waiting time pull and
swap strategies for single- and double-blade robots. Based on
these extensions, we discussed the lower-bound cycle time of
multicluster tools using a decomposition method. We then pre-
sented optimality conditions under which such a lower-bound
cycle time is feasible. Algorithms to compute the maximum
throughput and to search a feasible optimal schedule of mul-
ticluster tools were proposed and analyzed. The impact of the
combined BPMs on cluster tool throughput and scheduling was
also analyzed. The proposed analytical and computational ap-
proach provided an efficient method to study the throughput and
scheduling of multicluster tools. An application example of a
CVD cluster tool at Intel Corporation has been used to illustrate
the proposed decomposition methods.

There are several future research directions. In semicon-
ductor manufacturing, the processing times at one or several
process modules could vary due to the incoming film thickness
variations and process shifts and drifts. A natural extension
is cyclic scheduling and analysis of a multicluster tool with
random processing times. A preliminary study for such a
problem has been reported in [34] using a network flow model.
One interesting problem is to design BM capacity around
bottleneck clusters with random processing time and to, hence,
reduce throughput variations. The increasing demands of in-line
metrology and dynamic manufacturing would require reentrant
and mixed wafer visit patterns in cluster tools. Considering the
optimal robot schedules under such requirements is also an
interesting problem in future research.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

By the definition of cassette waiting time , it is straightfor-
ward to obtain if robot is double-blade ( ) and
using the minimal cassette waiting time swap strategy.

If is a single-blade robot ( ) and cluster is running in
robot-bound region, i.e., , then and
(9) still holds since .

Now, consider the case and the cluster is
running in a process-bound region. In such a case, the total robot
idle time is . By the minimal cas-
sette waiting time pull strategy for robot , the maximal robot
idle time at the PM with the minimal processing time is

Moreover, the total robot idle time satisfies (Fig. 4)

(25)

and therefore

which proves Proposition 1.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

The optimality conditions come directly from the analysis
and computing algorithms of . When we compute the lower-
bound value , we use a minimal interaction time between
two adjacent clusters for and . The important factor
for such a minimal time realization is the robot cassette waiting
time . We know that if all robots are double-blade, then

and any robots pick/place actions for computing can be
realized. For single-blade robot , if is a transfer cluster,

by (11) captures the exact waiting time at and
; if is not a transfer cluster, then we can utilize the results

from the analysis given in Section VI for BPM by considering
zero BPM processing time, i.e., . Here,
the conditions to maintain in BPM analysis need to be en-
forced. If , from condition (28), we have

therefore

If , from conditions (19) and (17), we have

thus

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

To analyze the robot action constraints on BPM , we de-
note the robots and actions during th cycle as fol-
lows (Fig. 6): and for robot ’s placing
wafer into and picking wafer from , respectively;

and for robot ’s placing wafer into
and picking wafer from , respectively.
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Using thedecompositionapproach, thepull strategyforsingle-
blade robots and the swap strategy for double-blade robots, the
following robot action sequence constraints must be satisfied.

Constraint 1: BPM operation constraints under pull and
swap strategies.

1) starts after is finished.

2) starts after is finished.

3) process starts right after is finished and

starts after process is finished.

4) process starts right after is finished and

starts after process is finished.

5) follows after is finished.

6) follows after is finished.
The first four constraints are required for feasible schedules of
the BPMs. Constraints 1.5 and 1.6 are from the action sequences
of the pull strategy for single-blade robots and swap strategy for
double-blade robots. It is also noted that if the pull and swap
strategies are strictly enforced, constraints 1.5 and 1.6 can be
written as follows:

(26)

(27)

where denotes the starting time of .
In the following, we first analyze the robot ’s and ’s

actions on and and discuss the conditions on BPM
processing time and under which the calculated funda-
mental period is still valid. Then,we extend such an anal-
ysis to the cases when BPMs dominate and give the corre-
sponding formula to calculate under such cases. We begin
with one-wafer capacity BPMs, and then discuss two-wafer ca-
pacity BPMs.

One-Wafer Capacity ( ) BPM: In this case, the in-
coming and outgoing wafers between and share the
same BM, namely, and in Fig. 6 is physically the
same device. Without loss of generality, we consider the th
robot action cycle on and at the steady state.

Case 1: Non-BPM Bound: If the BPM processing time
is small, can still be maintained and BPM

does not have to be a constraint. Fig. 10 shows the Gantt chart
of the robot actions under which the cluster tool runs at the fun-
damental period .

From Fig. 10, it is observed that the requirement for such a
non-BPM bound case is

namely

(28)

Case 2: BPM Bound: If BPM processing time condition
(28) is not satisfied, then cannot be maintained by the pull
and swap strategies. We can obtain that under such a BPM bound
case the fundamental period of the cluster tool is given by

Thus, we can summarize the discussion above as (16).

Fig. 10. Gantt chart of robot moving actions for a one-wafer capacity (S = 1)
BPM between clusters and .

Two-Wafer Capacity ( ) BPM:
Case 1: Non-BPM Bound: Fig. 11 shows the two cases

under which the cluster tool runs at the fundamental period
.

Depending on the processing times and and cluster
configurations, we can find the conditions under which the
cluster tool can achieve .

1) , , 2. In this case, the
BPM processing times are relatively small comparing with

. The cluster tool could achieve through a robot
scheduling algorithm discussed above.

2) and
. Fig. 11(a) shows the Gantt chart for an extreme

case ( ), where the feasible robot schedule
can achieve . In this case, process dominates

and the maximum allowable processing time for
is . Under such a situation, Constraint 1.1

becomes tight and (minimal robot waiting time
of plus robot transferring time of )
can be fit into processing cycle [Fig. 11(a)].

3) and
. Fig. 11(b) shows the Gantt chart for an ex-

treme case ( ), where the feasible robot
schedule can achieve . Similar to the previous case,
process instead dominates and the maximum
allowable processing time for is . In such
a situation, Constraint 1.2 becomes tight and falls into

processing cycle [Fig. 11(b)].
4) , , 2, and

. In this case, the robot
actions fall between the two extreme cases above. We can
coordinate robots and such that falls into both

and processing period within .
Graphically, we can consider the BPM processing times in
the - plane and summarize the four cases above
into four regions - defined by (19a)–(19d). When

(as shown in regions 1–4 in Fig. 7), the
cluster tool can maintain .
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Fig. 11. Gantt chart of robot moving action for a two-wafer capacity (S = 2)
BPM between clusters and . (a) BP domination case. (b) BP
domination case.

Case 2: BPM Bound: With the increase of BPM processing
time, BPMs eventually could become bottleneck of the cluster
tool. With the analysis above, we can carry out a similar analysis
when one (or more) of the BPMs dominates the cluster tool
cycle time.

1) or domination. If process dominates,
. Constraints 1.3 are bounded and Gantt

chart in Fig. 11(a) can be used to calculate the fundamental
period of the cluster tool. It is noted that can be calcu-
lated as

In this case, it also requires that satisfies

In the - plane (Fig. 7), this corresponds to region
defined by (19e).

Similar results could be found if process dominates

In the - plane (Fig. 7), this corresponds to region
defined by (19f).

2) If and
, both BPMs processing times are large and they are

within a range of . In such a case, we can derive that
the fundamental period should be

This result could be obtained by combining the Gantt
charts in Fig. 11(a) and (b). In the - plane (Fig. 7),
this corresponds to region defined by (19g).

With the discussion above, we can summarize the cal-
culation as (17) and also represent in various regions in the

- plane, as shown in Fig. 7. This completes the proof
of Proposition 3.
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